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Skip to content PageDiscretionEdit's Gate: Sepulture Raid After successfully realizing the element of water following your triumph over Leviathan, is the next candidate for recovery earth, hoping that the Empty will soon be able to support life. As before, you pull on your experience of primals battle on the Source to shape the further, this time remembers your
fateful encounter with the Lord of Crags, Titan. Requirements: For eight players (2 tanks, 2 healers, 4 DPS):D the above composition requirement is not imposed on prescribed parties. Class: Disciples of War or MagicAvg. Item Level: 425 Restrictions: Awards Available: Weekly Understated Parties Not allowed 2 2 4 Tomestones 10 5 Objectives Titan has 2
phases, during which he uses the following moves and mechanics. Attack Name Description Voice of the Land Heavy Arena-wide AoE damage. Pre-shields recommended. Evil Earth One of the squares on the floor will pulse orange, then the squares around it, and ultimately the square affects those (basically a wave of successive Aoes). Standing on the
edge of the square to be willing to move in where one AoE just exploded to avoid being hit by the next wave. Weight of the Land Marks 8 of the arena square with Orange Aoes. Stonecrusher Ace tankbuster. Trade massive damage and apply to target a Physical Vulnerability Up debuff. Soften and tank exchange. Crumbling Spawns 2 proximity markers on
opposite sides of the arena of each other. Players need to move to either side that are not the tags. After a few seconds, Massive Bowlers will appear in their place. One of them will become orange and eventually fall apart. Followed by Seismic Gulf. Seismic wave after crumbling. Trade moderate damage to players and apply to a vulnerability stack. Can be
avoided completely by standing behind the remaining Massive Boulder. Bomb Boulders Spawns them in various patterns. 3x3 grid. Often followed by Cobalt Bomb. Lines: Spawns 1 line of 3 in the middle, then another line in the left or right, and a final line down the remaining side. Players have to move to the side where it was last dropped and then move to
the center after those bombs go off. Cross: Spawns either an X or a + shape, with a second wave filling the remaining 4 spots. Standing in the second wave of bombs, then move in the center or along the edge where the other bombs just went down. Cobalt bomb tethers to one of the edge bomb rats. Make it grow in size, causing its radius to double. Players
must move towards the opposite side of the room of this rat while dealing with the other Bomb Bowlers. Earthen Fury Trade moderate damage and applies a ~13 second DoT for all players. Cannot be driven out. Advice and tips Many of these abilities can be used together; who will go down first and adapt for it Never standing near the MT. Stonecrusher is a
huge, heavy hitting AoE that will easily be 1-lap someone who won't have a tank. Phase 2 Uses several times during the battle; much easier to detail separately. Attack Name Description Geocrush One of the central edge tiles will be surrounded by a knockout pattern and the boss will jump to that tile at the end of the cast. Players will be knocked back over
~75% over the arena. Immediately followed by Massive Landslide or Error Line. Massive Landslide Immediately to Geocrush. The boss will summon the cots and parts of his back and put it on his hands before he has cast this ability. At the end of the cast he strikes his hands in the ground in front of him, turns the line of tiles in front of him blue and beats
anyone standing on another tile from the edge of the arena. The now-blue tiles will explode in AoEs after a few moments, dealing with damage and applying a vulnerability stack. Stand in the line of tiles in front of the boss, then sidestep down the blue tiles to avoid any damage. Every time after the first, the boss will follow up with Landslide, using that rotation
twice. Landslide a Massive T-shaped AoE covering 2 rows and 2 columns from the floor. He will jump in the middle of the intersection and cause the 4 remaining safe tiles to become blue on the sides of the T. Players must stand in the safe tiles and then move out of them immediately after the boss jumps. Immediately followed by Leftward Landslide or Right
Landslide. Left / Legal Landslide uses after landslide. Half of the arena indicated by the skill will have a giant orange AoE on it. After a moment, the boss will fist his fist in that side, lightn it and turn the unmarked sides into blue Aoes. Players must move to the side that the boss has slapped his fist in SOAP to prevent him being hit by the blue Aos. Error line
immediately to Geocrush. The boss will summon the cots and parts of his back and convert it into a ridicible cart before taking this ability. At the end of the cast he asks forward, killing anyone on the line of the line before him and knocking all players back to $45% of the arena, while also turning the tiles to either side of the line he loaded over the blue. The
now-blue tiles will explode in AoEs after a few moments, dealing with damage and applying a vulnerability stack, and turning the final line of tiles blue, repeating the process. Stand at the edge of line of tiles that load the boss through allowing another row of tiles behind the people you stand up. Each time after the first, this ability will be used 3 times in a row
to the same pattern before he uses Magnitude 5.0. Size 5.0 Use to error line. Massive doughnut AoE with the safe place directly under the boss. Advice and All the damage that happens during these phases is completely with quick reactions. Stand inside for massive landslide and the inner edge for error line.
Item Type iLVL Requirements Stats Armor
of Early Ancient Miscellany &amp; 000billion-dollar weapons forged by some ancient civilization, repaired from Eden's hectre. Four packs can be traded for special body gear. Bangle of Early Antiquity Miscellany &amp; 000billion req. Level 1 an excessive angle forged by some ancient civilization, recovery of Eden's Hek. One angle can be traded for
special accessories. Blade of early ancient miscellany &amp;000billion req. Level 1 A gold blade forged by some ancient civilization, recovery from Eden's Gate. Chausses of Early Ancient Miscellany &amp;000billion 000 000 000 0000001 &amp;000billion 1 000000001 Four pairs can be traded for special bone reed. Eden Minor Minion &amp;000billion
000 000 000000000001&amp;00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Use item to acquire the Eden Minor minion item to acquire the Eden Minor minion. Gauntlets of Early Ancient Miscellany &amp;00billion 1 Worked iron
gauntlets forged by some ancient civilization, recovering from Eden's Hek. Two pairs can be traded for special arm gear. Greaves of Early Ancient Miscellany &amp; 000billion req. Level 1 Targeted grooves forged by some ancient civilization, repaired from Eden's Gate. Two pairs can be traded for special foot gear. Landslide Orcheser Roll &amp;
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Used
to add to your orchesting list. Eden's Gate: Sepulure normal raid guide by Xenedra Cid Pollendina: Oh, closed and help me remodel the Eden's Gate: Sepulure page! Please expand this article in a full one. The following tasks must be completed: This request can be discussed on the associated booking page. Removes this notification after completion. Raid
x4 x2 x2 x2 x2 x2 Eden's Gate: Sepulture is the final innings of the Eden's Gate raid in Final Fantasy XIV: Shadow Bringers. [edit] Having successfully realized the element of water following your triumph over Leviathan, the next candidate for recovery is earth, hoping that the Empty will soon be able to support life. As before, you pull on your experience of
primals battle on the Source to shape the further, this time remembers your fateful encounter with the Lord of Crags, Titan. [{{2}}} Progress[edit] Voice of the country, Stonecrusher, Evil Earth, Geocrush, Error Zone, Error Line, Scope 5.0, Crumbling, Seismic Gulf, Left Right-wing Landslide, Landslide, Earthen Fury, Earthen Fury, Earthen Fist, Dual-Earthen
Fists Megalith, Earthen Anguish, Tectonic Uplift, Plate Fracture, Tumult, Graniet Gaol, Orogenesis Normal [edit] Savage [edit] Unlike the final bosses of each raid level in the Omega As sulk, there is no by transition between Titan Phase 1[edit] Shortly after he was drawn, Titan will open with Stonecrusher, a three-hit tankbuster. The main tank must either use
their incompatibility or exchange between hits, as he will follow with a second Stonecrusher. After this he will throw weight from the country and target random segments of the platform. At about the same time each player will be targeted by yellow wrist of the Country markers, which will target the square segments in which each player stands. After weight of
country finishes decisive, everyone should spread to an open square before Pulse of the Country goes down. The attack will apply moderate damage and a magic ability to slaves. He will follow with Evil Earth that works as it does on normal mode, except there are two squares found in diagonal positions, whether in the middle diagonal square or the far. At
the same time, everyone will be targeted with an orange Power of the Country tag. An easy way to deal with it is for everyone to stand in the same square. Titan will follow with Voice of the Land, a raid-wide AoE, then Geocrush, jumps on a square and will all beat back. It can be mipied with Surecast or Arm's Length. He will follow with either his gauntlets or
ATV, working like they do in normal mode, although five players will be targeted with Force of the Country and one DPS, one tank, and one healer with Pulse of the Country. If he is on his ATV, he will hit everyone on his sides with two squares. He will then go to his primary target with Error Line dash, which handles high proximity damage. Has the tank
furthest of Titan taking the hit, and depending on the color tag they have, a tank exchange may be required. This is followed with Magnitude 5.0, a doughnut AoE who will do deadly damage to anyone who will not do in his hookbox, and after that, will all be targeted with Pulse of the Land. If he has his gauntlets active, his Ao's will target his sides and his front
will be safe. Everyone with Force of the Country should stand in Titan's square, while everyone with Pulse of the Country must stand in a streak, one square each, and move out of its track before the shock wave finishes pour. He will then throw Voice of the Land, followed by Landslide, jumping to a cardinal point in the direction he faces, creating a large,
cross-shaped AoE relative to his jumping spot. To deal with it easily, Titan keeps in the middle of the arena and stands in safe places regarding its landing position. Once the AoE goes off, your safe will be targeted with a blue shock wave, so move immediately after. At the same time, Bom Boulders will drop into a plus and X configuration, in a random order,
and will explode in the order in which they fall. He will also target his left or right with a Left-wing Landslide or Right Land Member respectively, followed by a blue shock wave on the side he did not target. Moving into the area he targeted before the first set of Boulders exploded, then move into the safe zones before the second set and the blue shock wave
goes down. Once the gauntlet or ATV phase is over, Titan crumbling Down will throw down, targeting one tank or healer and DPS with rocks. Dropping these proximity markers in the north or south first, then another pair will be targeted with rats, which require them to be dropped to the opposite sides relative to where the first rats are dropped. The rats near
Titan will break and one stand. The whole party must hide behind the remaining rock to avoid Seismic Wave, which will do deadly damage to anyone who is not behind coverage. While this happens, Titan will also bring down three lines of smaller bombulders that will explode in the same order in which they were fallen. Be ready to move to the opposite side
of the rock after the first set went down, and he will follow with another Voice of the Country then a second Stonecrusher. After this he will use Geocrush and reform in either the gauntlets or ATV, which will always be the other of the two he did not do first. Once that phase ends, Titan will become unteachable, become Titan Max and stay on the north side of
the platform. Phase 2[edit] Titan Max will start the second phase with Earthen Fury, a raid-wide AoE that causes very high raid-wide damage. Next, he will shed Earthen Fist, power one of his fists then the other, or one of his fists twice. He will punch one half of the platform depending on which side is powered. At the same time, there will be weight of the
Land Aoes. After this, Titan Maximum Dual-Earthen Fists will throw, causing a blue knockout marker to appear before him. Once everyone is knocked back, a non-tank player will be targeted with a blue weight of the world tag, hitting the square they stand in and any adjacent square with a blue shock wave and the inflicted a magic vulnerability up beats. To
reduce the impact it has, all but for the player marked with weight of the world can adapt for knockouts, while everyone else throws out their knockout immunities. Both top two enmity targets will then be targeted with Earthen Anguish, two large circle AoE tankbusters, then Megalith, a stacked tankbuster that should only be shared by both tanks. Next is
Tectonic Removal, causing two diagonal to collect quadrennials. Anyone on the increased quadrennants moving to a reduced one. If Tectonic Removal Throws, One or healer and one DPS will be marked with weight of the world, and should move to the far corners of the lowered platforms. Everyone else should be divided into two groups of three, with DPS
on the north and tanks and healers on the south, on the increased platforms. Once Weight of the World goes down on the lower platforms, Weight of the Country will target random segments of the lower platforms, followed by a weight, a wrist, and a Force tag on each player in the two groups of three. Those marked with weight of the world should move to the
farthest corner for the explosion, anyone with Pulse markers should move to a quadrant with three safe zones and must stand in their own segment, and anyone with Force markers should move to the quadrant with two safe zones and stack with another player with a Force tag. Titan Max will then throw Earthen Fury and restore the platforms. Next,
Rockthrow will target both healers for gaols, and both healers need to form them away from each other to the north and south; otherwise the gaols will be impossible to destroy, Titan Max will buff itself, and the party will wipe itself. As it happens, Titan Maxim will start pouring Plate fracture, which destroys one quadrant of the platform. Check his wind-up
animation and everyone, including the healers, should move to the side he doesn't target. Once he targets a northern quadrant, he will destroy the remaining north quarter. Free the healer on the breaking side first, then move to the second healer. By the time you freed the second healer, Titan Max will prepare to destroy a third platform. He will then cast
Earthen Fury and restore the platforms. Titan Max will throw Tumult, which is five raid-wide Aoes in a row. Healers must heal through this before following with a Dual Earthly Fists, which are handled in the exact same way. He will then throw Evil Earth and Earthen Fist, so look what fists are powered and in what order, while also dodging Evil Earth. This will
lead to a second and final Tectonic Removal, with four random players marked with Force of the Country. All marked players must move to the southern rising platform while unmarked players move to the north. The two healers will again be marked with Rockthrow Gale and have to run to the corner of their assigned segment to drop their gambling. All others
must stand in their own quadrant and break out their healers. While this happens, Titan Maximum targets everyone with wrist markers, including the healers. If the each member of the party is already in their own quadrant by the time the markers are sprade, there won't be much to adapt. Two healers or two tanks will be targeted with Weight of the World
Markers, which must be dropped at the corners of the lower platforms. At the same time, weight of world AoE markers spun at the quadrants, so move out of the markers and adjust for of the Country. Two more blue markers will target the other few healers or tanks, and the DPS will be targeted with Force tags, so they should jump off to one of the lower
platforms and stand in one safe segment, while the blue marked players remain at the distant corners of the elected platforms. Titan Max will then throw Earthen Fury, restore the platforms, and will follow with Tumult. He will then be thrown plate fracture, and while the quadrants are destroyed, a tank will be marked with Megalith, and will then continue Plate
fracture. By the time the one weight, three wrist, and three Force markers spun, there should be two quadrants left. The weight tag should move to the south corner, while Pulse and Force tags should move to the four segments on the north side. Titan Max will throw Earthen Fury, restore the platforms, then end this phase with Orogenesis, causing Titan
Maximum to become unrecognising, and he will spread his smaller self, which will then become targetable. Phase 3[edit] Titan will start the third phase with another Earthen Fury, which will also apply a DoT that will last for twelve seconds, so make sure you heal it. He will then follow with Weight of the Land markers that explode in a clockwise pattern in the
four quadrants, and Force markers on the tanks and healers and wrist markers on the DPS. Dodge the rotating Aoes while distributing or stacking for your respective tag. Titan Maximum will throw double-earth fists, with its Earthy Anxiety tankbusters next shortly thereafter. Both Titans will follow with Voice of the Land, five riots, another Voice of the Country,
and then Earthen Fury. Another rotating weight of country markers will be spared, but this time, the DPS will be marked with Power tags while tanks and healers will be marked with pulse markers. Once it ends, Titan Maximum will shed Earthen Fist, so make sure you check which of his hands glows. This is followed by another Stonecrusher and then another
Megalith. Next, Weight of the country will start decisive with Power markers on the tanks and healers and pulse markers on the DPS. Finally, Titan will soften anger; He will vote of the Land, five riots, another Voice of the Land, another five rum, another Voice of the Land, before his erven is enraged. [10] Landslide plays during the battle against Titan. The
Primals arrangement from Under weight plays during the final phase of Savage. [edit] Normal[edit] Eden Minor Landslide Orchestrion Roll Blade of Early Ancient (Solid Drop) Armor of Early Ancient Naked of Early Ancient Chausses of Early Antique Early Ancient Greaves of Early Ancient Savage[edit] Book of Sepulture (fixed Drop) Skyslipper Keybook of
Grace Edengrace Bastard Sword Battleaxe Edengrace Blade Edengrace Cane Edengrace Greatsword Edengrace Harp Bow Edengrace Messe Edengrace Knuckles Edengrace Manatrigger Edengrace Planisphere Edengra Rapier Edengrace Revolver Edengrace Rod Edengrace Shield Edengrace Spears Word of Grace Edengrace Breast Coffer Edengrace
Weapon Coffer Gallery [edit] Adds a photo to this gallery gallery
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